DVM Curriculum Overview

Yr. 1
- Vacation, elective introductory clinical rotations, summer programs
- I. The Animal Body (12 cr.)
- Illa. Physical Exam (1.5 cr.)
- Distribution Courses (~7 cr. including anatomy elective)
- Neuroanatomy (2 cr.)
- Illa. Function and Dysfunction (9 cr.)
- Vb. Animal Health and Disease (20 cr.)
- Distribution Courses (9 cr.)
- Clinical Rotations Opportunity Blocks Externships

Yr. 2
- Vacation, elective introductory clinical rotations, summer programs
- Illb. Function and Dysfunction (7 cr.)
- IV. Host, Agent and Defense (12 cr.) Vet. Parasitology (2.5 cr.)
- Vlla. Clinical Procedures (1 cr.)
- Winter Electives
- Distribution Courses (9 cr.)
- Diag. Imaging (2 cr.)

Yr. 3
- Vacation, elective introductory clinical rotations, summer programs
- Vllb. Ethics (1.5 cr.)
- Vllc. Clinical Communication (1 cr.)
- Vlla. Veterinary Public Health (1.5 cr.)

Yr. 4
- Clinical Rotations Opportunity Blocks Externships
- Clinical Rotations Opportunity Blocks Externships (8 cr.)
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